Investigative Mugshot
System
Customized for Your Agency
Capture and manage mugshots, property images, SMTs
as well as any other images with DataWorks Plus’ Digital
PhotoManager.
Digital PhotoManager can be entirely customized for
your agency. Customizable features include: data entry
screens, lineup options, reports, fields, codes, reports,
activities tracked, capture wizard process, user security
access, and multiple databases (adult, juvenile,
employee, licensing, etc.).
Capture, manage, store, search, and run reports
for all your mugshot data and images.

Capture Wizard
A Capture Wizard can be set up for your agency,
which will walk the user through the booking
process, step-by-step, leaving little room for error.
Robust Web Application
WebWorks web application allows you to access the
system from anywhere, using industry-standard
browsers.
Lineups
Full-featured lineup capabilities allow investigators
to quickly create, save, print, and add narratives or
descriptions.
Witness Mode
Witness Mode provides secure viewing of saved
lineups for positive identification of suspects by a
witness. Images can be viewed one at a time or in
sets.

Easy-to-use booking process with
customizable fields and screens
Record retrieval by searching any combination
of fields or images
Witness Mode provides secure, on-screen
viewing of saved lineups and mugbooks
Comprehensive system administration
Expandable: facial recognition, tattoo
recognition, iris recognition, wristbands, and
fingerprint capture can be added for a fully
integrated booking system
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Digital PhotoManager - - Simple, User-Friendly
Booking Process
Fields and screens are customized
according to your agency’s specifications.
Information can be imported from existing
systems, such as JMS or RMS to avoid
duplicate entry.
Data entered can be used to prompt a user
to perform additional actions later in the
booking process. For instance, if tattoos
are selected, then the system can prompt
the user to capture SMT images.

Image Capture
Digital PhotoManager’s “Face Find”
feature will automatically locate the
face and crop the image. Facial
quality assurance ensures all images
captured meet FBI, NIST, and your
agency’s standards.

Lineups & Witness Viewing
Create simultaneous or sequential lineups
for on-screen witness viewing. Similar
images can easily be found by performing
similar image search or by using facial
recognition. Drag and drop search result
images into the lineup.

DataWorks Plus is dedicated to providing the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Market with affordable, top of the line products and technology to improve the
productivity, efficiency, and safety of officers and other staff. We offer solutions for
mobile identification, inmate tracking, booking, crime scene data and image
management, live scans, fingerprint archive, facial recognition, records management,
and fusion centers.
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